Candidate forums raised arts awareness

by Northeast A.D. Board Members

The Arts at Work

there is a long way to go and praised the community for its work so far. The Northeast A.D. in fact is an economic and political engine and won’t allow ourselves to be overshadowed or taken for granted. Forums like this make that clear to the candidates and future elected officials. Whereas it’s easy to take education and affordable housing are all issues closely connected to Arts issues.

Debbie Woodward, for 21 years the manager of the Northrup King Building, attended both forums though she’s not a resident and would not be able to vote here. She commented that through the forum she saw and met people “who have enough of a voice, and ideas, that I would like to connect with, whether or not they’re elected, and help make some of these things happen.”

The candidates made that connection with many deeper thoughts on how they will engage and work with the arts community. This bodes well for the Northeast A.D. and all community that after the election we will have two strong council members and a mayor who really see the value of the arts district.
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